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In this paper we give a result inmultiparameter local bifurcation heory. This 
result isageneralization of the Hopf bifurcation heorem and of a previous result 
by J. K. Hale. Our result can be applied toFredholm operators with arbitrary 
index. 0 1989 Acadenuc Press. Inc 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In this paper we deal with nonlinear quations 
F(A I, ..-, AN, u)=O, (1.1) 
where 
F(J AN, 1, .**, u)=Lou-I,L,u- ... -1,L,u+f(l,, . .A,, u), (1.2) 
and we make the following assumptions  L, andf: 
HL. L,, . . L, are bounded linear operators between two real Banach 
spaces U and V. 
Hf. f: RN x U + V is a P-mapping, m > 2, such that 
f(A 0) = 0, D,f(n”, 0) = 0 
for al/ 1= (Al, .. 1,) in a neighbourhood A of 1' in RN. 
(1.3) 
With these hypotheses (A, U) = (1,O) solves Eq. (1.1) for all AE A. We 
look for nontrivial solutions to (1.1) (pairs (A, U) with u# 0) bifurcating 
from (A, U) = (A”, 0). 
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By the implicit function theorem, a necessary condition for 
(A, U) = (A’, 0)to be a bifurcation poi t of (1.1) is
dim N(L(A’)) B 1, (1.4) 
where we have denoted 
L(P) = Lo - $L, - . . . - AiL,. (1.5) 
Hale [4], extending the main result inCrandall and Rabinowitz [2], 
proved the following result (see Chow and Hale [l], also). 
THEOREM 1.1. Supposed HL, Hfare satisfied, D,F(A, 0) = 0, and A0 E RN 
is a simple igenvalue of (Lo, L,, ,.., LN); that is, zero is an eigenvalue of 
L(A’) such that 
(i) dim N(L(I’)) = 1; 
(ii) L(A”) is Fredholm of index 1 -N; 
(iii) span[L,(N(L(AO))), . . LN(N(L(AO)))] @R(L(AO)) = V; 
then (A, u) = (A’, 0) is a bifurcation p int of (1.1). Moreover, there xist 
P-functions 
A(s) = A0 + O(s) 
u(s) = sfp + o(s), WUJ”)) =vanC41, 
(1.6a) 
(1.6b) 
for real snear zero, such that 
F(A(s), u(s)) = 0. (1.7) 
Furthermore, ailsolutions f (1.1) near (A”, 0) are either the trivial solution 
(A, u) = (A, 0) or given by (1.6) and, if F(A, u) is analytic na neighbourhood 
of (A”, 0), then so are A(s), u(s) near s = 0. 
In this paper, we shall give an extension to Theorem 1.1 by allowing 
dim N(L(J.‘)) tobe arbitrary. In fact, it suffices in order to obtain 
bifurcation by the following assumption: 
H. There xists 4 E iV(L(A’)) such that 
SpanCL, 4 . . L&I sw4~“)) = v. 
This extension s suggested by the proof of the Hopf bifurcation heorem 
given by Crandall and Rabinowitz [3]. As we shall show in this paper, the 
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proof of the Hopf bifurcation heorem amounts to obtaining bifurcation 
from (A,, I,, U) = (0, 0,O) in an equation fthe form 
L,u-II,L,u-&L,u+h.o.t.=O, 
where 
is a two dimensional subspace. The Hopf transversality condition is
equivalent to condition H. 
The distribution of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we give our 
main result, in Section 3 we obtain the Hopf bifurcation heorem, and in 
Section 4 we give an application far from Hopf bifurcation. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
With the notation in Section 1,we give the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An N-tuple lo= (A:, . . ~O,)ER~ is said to be a 
CL 1, . . L,)-eigenvalue of Lo if the operator 
L(P)=Lo4~L,--~.40,L, 
satisfies 
Cl. dimN(L(I’)) = n > 1. 
C2. L(A”) is Fredholm of index n-N. 
C3. There xists 4 EN(L(A’)) such that 
span CL, 4, . . L&s] @ R(L(P)) = v. 
This definition is a natural extension of that given by Crandall and 
Rabinowitz in [2]. If n = 1, we shall say that 1’ is a (L,, . . L,)-simple 
eigenvalue of Lo, that is, a simple eigenvalue of (Lo, . . LN) following 
Hale [4]. 
We shall denote by No the “set” of4 E N(L(A’)) for which C3 is satisfied. 
In general, it is not a vectorial subspace ofN(L(IO)) but, if 4~ No, then 
rqh ENo for all real r # 0. 
With this notation, we obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose HL, Hf are satisfied and 1’ E RN is a 
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(L , , ..., L,)-eigenvalue of L,, then (A, u) = (A.“, 0)is a b@rcation point of 
( I .l ). In fact, if W satisfies 
N(L(AO))@ w= u (2.1) 
and 
P: u-+ N(L(AO)) (2.2) 
projects U on N(L(A’)) along W, for all #EN,, there xist C” ~~’ .functions 
%,: R -+ RN, w6:R+ W (2.3) 
defined ina neighbourhood f zero in R such that 
(E.,(s), wJs)) = (Lo + O(s), o( 1 )), as .s + 0 (2.4) 
and 
where 
F(&&), u&)) = 0. (2.5) 
u&s) = 44 + M’&) 1. (2.6) 
Moreover, tf F(I, u) is analytic na neighbourhood f (A’, 0), then so are 
A,(s), uJs) near s =O. Furthermore, there xists a neighbourhood Q of 
(A’, 0) in RN x U such that, rf (A, u) E 52, F(I, u) = 0, and Pu = 0 (resp. 
PUE No), then (A, u) lies on the curve (A, 0) (resp. onthe curve (APu, u,,)). 
Observe that, if n = 1, then always Pu = 0 or PUE No, so we obtain 
Theorem 1.1. Moreover, itis possible to prove that 
A&) = A-,( -s), wr(s)= -w d( -s). (2.7) 
These relations have great importance wh n we deal with Hopf bifurcation 
(Crandall ndRabinowitz [3]). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let us consider 4 E No and define the mapping 
G(s, II, w) = 
ss’F(& s(# + w)), if s#O 
D,F(A OH4 + WA if s = 0, 
(2.8) 
for eal snear zero, 1 E A, and w E W. 
Since F is Cm in both variables, G is C’+ ’ in all its arguments. We have 
G(0, Jo, 0) = D,F(A’, O)q4 
= L(AO)q5 = 0
(2.9) 
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and 
= ,“mo [G(O, A0 + hll, hw) - G(0, A.‘, 0)1/h 
= jimo D,F(IO +AA, O)(d +hw)/h 
=frno [(Lo-(IIy+h3,,)L1- ... -(AO,+hA,)L,)(~+hw)+o(h)]/h 
=L(l”)w-l,Ll+ ... -1,L,& (2.10) 
Thus. since 
span CL, 4, . . L&I 0 w(~“)) = v 
and 
W@ N( L( no)) = u, 
the operator 
D+,G(O, A’, 0): Rx W+ I’ 
is an isomorphism and, by applying the implicit function theorem, we
deduce the xistence anduniqueness of two Cm-’ functions 
A,:R-+RN, w):R+ W 
defined ona neighbourhood f zero in R such that 
A,(O) = Lo, WJO) = 0, G(s, k&h w+(s)) = 0. (2.11) 
By the definition of G,we obtain the first part of Theorem 2.1. 
The last part of Theorem 2.1 follows from the following result 
LEMMA 2.1. There xists a neighbourhood Q f(A”, 0) in RN x U such 
that if WE W, (A, sd+ w)EQ, and I;(& sd+ w) =O, then I = A,(s) and 
w = SW&). 
Proof: To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that Q can be chosen so 
that F(1, sd + w) = 0 implies 
llwll + ISI 2 l&XI G I4 g(s) (2.12) 
I=1 
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for acertain g: R-+ R, continuous, such that g(0) =0. Indeed, ifs= 0, then 
(2.12) implies M’=O and, if s #O, then G(s, i, s ‘w)=O. So, by the 
uniqueness obtained byapplication of the implicit function theorem, the 
result follows. 
Now, we shall verify (2.12). 
We shall denote by 11 11 the norm in any Banach space. Since F is C”, 
there exists h EC(R, R) such that h(0) =0 and 
IIF@, ~4) -F(A, 0) - DA4 Ohll d I4 h(s), (2.13b) 
(2.13~) 
for (A, s# + w) near (A”, 0). Let us observe that in (2.13~) we have mployed 
D,F(‘(n",0)q5=L(~o)~=0. 
On the other hand, we have the quality 
0 = F(%, SC+4 + w) 
=F(~,~~+M')-F(%,~~)-D,F(~,~~)M 
+D,F(I,s&~-D,F(I~~,O)M 
+F(i,s$)-F(l,O)-sD,F(;1,0)4 
+.y D,F(k W- 5 
[ 
(n,-~p)D,,,..,F(1O,O)~ 
,=I 1 
+kJ'(l", O)u>+s c (E.,-~p)D,,,,.,F(~',O)~. (2.14) 
,=I 
Let us observe now that 
D,F(il",O)=L(Ao), D,,,.u,F(AO, 0) = Lr i=l N. , . . 
So, since 
(A I,..., %,  w)+L(%O)w- f n,r;,4 
r==l 
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is an isomorphism, (2.13) and (2.14) imply the existence of a constant 
C > 0 such that 
c II4 + I4 5 IA-q 
( 1=1 > 
G llwll Ww l) + IP,F(h &I - ~zmO~ ON llwll 
+ ISI h(s)+ ISI 5 l1.-1Ol h f II -LOI (,=I 1 ) (.=, I ’ ). t2.15) 
If Q is chosen so that (A, ~4 + w) E Q implies 
NllJ4ll) G C/4> A(;, Wl)cCP, 
IW,W &I - DJ(AO, O)ll 6 C/4, 
(2.16a) 
(2.16b) 
then, (2.15) and (2.16) yield 
llwll + I4 2 I4 - A:l <2h(s) WC 
r=l 
and the proof of the lemma is completed. 
To obtain (2.7), we observe that he operator G defined by(2.8) can be 
considered a function of the variable 4 and 
G(s,I, w d)= -G(-s,l, -w, -4). 
Now, the uniqueness a  a consequence of the implicit function theorem 
gives us (2.7). 
3. THE HOPF BIFURCATION THEOREM 
In this ection we shall look for nontrivial periodic solutions to the 
evolution equation 
dvldz = Lo + g(&, v) (3.1) 
defined ona real Banach space X, where Eis a small real parameter and we 
assume that he following conditions are atisfied by L and g. 
Hl. L is a linear, closed, densely defined operator on X with domain 
D(L) such that 
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(i) L is the infinitesimal generator fa Co-semigroup { T(t)} f a0 on 
X, which is an analytic semigroup onX, =A’ + ix; 
(ii) L has compact resolvent; 
(iii) “i” is a simple igenvalue of L; 
(iv) ni$ a(L) (spectrum of L) -for n2 2. 
Remark 3.1. A is a simple igenvalue of L if 
dim N( L - AZ) = codim R( L - AI) = 1 
and 
N(L-iJ)nR(L-AZ)= (0). 
Since L has compact resolvent, theL-eigenvalues areisolated and they 
have finite multiplicity. Therefore (iii) snot ambiguous. 
For (i). if r > Re a(L), the fractional power (L - r1)’ is defined for each 
c( 3 0. Now, we can define the Banach space X” c X, with norm /I 11 . by 
X”=D((L-rl)“), Il-~ll~ = (L -rO”.ul/, .K EX”, (3.2) 
where I/ // is the X-norm. This definition s independent ofr, X0=X, 
X’ = D(L) and, if c( < 7, X” 2 P with bounded imbedding. Infact, since L
has compact resolvent, this imbedding is compact for r < y (see Lopez- 
Gomez [ 51). 
H2. There exist c1 E[0, 1) and a neighbourhood Q of (0,O) in R x IY” 
such that gE C’(s2, X). Moreover 
D, g&2 0 I= 0, g(E,o)=O (3.3) 
for all (E. 0) E 52. So, (E, 0) is an equilibrium point of (3.1 ).for each (E, 0) E Sz. 
We fix CI such that H2 is true. 
We shall ook for nontrivial 27r( 1 + I*)-periodic solutions to (3.1) where. 
for the moment, p is an unknown constant. We put 
t=t(l +p))‘, u(t) = v(z). (3.4) 
Then, those solutions are, by the time scale change (3.4), the nontrivial 
2n-periodic solutions to 
du/dt=(l +p)(Lu+g(z, u,). (3.5) 
Remark 3.2. Let us assume L satisfies (i), (ii) and that f-m, i, . . +m, I 
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are all the igenvalues of L on the imaginary axis, where m,, ER, h = 1, . . k, 
lm,l < ... < Imkl, and m,i is simple. On letting 
t=tm,(l +p)-l, u(t) = 4th 
we obtain 
du/dr = (1 + p)(m;‘Lu + q’g(E, u)). 
Now, rn, l L satisfies Hl and the situation s more general. 
We say that UE C( [0, r], X’) is a solution to(3.5) on [0, r] if 
du/dt EC((0, r), X) and u(t) E D(L) for 0< t < r satisfies (3.5) on(0, r). 
Let us consider the following classes of functions: 
1. the class C&JR, X) of 2rr-periodic C’ functions from R to X with 
norm 
IlUll C;,(R.X)=Sup { lb(t)l/} +s’Jp { IWWI}; 
IER 1ER 
2. the class C,,(R, X’) of continuous %x-periodic fun tions from R to 
A’” with norm 
Then, the space 
U = C#C X) n C2,(R, D(L)) 
with the norm 
Ilull U = Ilull C;,(R,X) + ll"ll Cz,JR,D(L)) 
is a Banach space imbedding inC,,(R, P). Thus, the operator 
F: R* x U + C,,(R, X)
defined by
F(~*,&,u)=duldt-(~+~)Lu-(l+~)g(&,u) (3.6) 
with domain 
D(F) =R x {(a, U) E R x U/(E, u(t)) E Q for each tE R}, 
is C’(D(F), C ,(R, A’)). Moreover F(p, E, 0) = 0 and its nontrivial zeros 
give, by the time scale change (3.4), the nontrivial 27r( 1+p) - periodic 
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solutions to our original equation. Therefore, we have reduced our problem 
to a search for nontrivial zeros of the operator F. 
Now, assuming g(s, U) is smooth enough, wecan to write the quation f
the zeros of F as 
( > 
i-L u-pLu-ED ,c,u) do, O)u +fhk E, 20 = 0 (3.7) 
for a certain f which satisfies Hf with 1. =(p, E) and 1’ = (0,O) (see 
Section 1). So, calling 
Lo=;-L, L,= -L, L2= -D,,,,g(O,O), A1=p /i,=& (3.8) 
we are in the situation c sidered in this paper. 
Let a E X, =X+ X, a* E Xd =X* + iX* be such that 
N(L + il) =span[a], N(L* - il) =span[a*] (3.9 
and 
(a,a’)=2, (3.10 
where (, ) denotes the (X,, Xz)-duality. 
Let us define 
Q,(t) = Re(e-“a), q&(t)= -Im(e “a) 
d:(t) = Re(e-“a*), q5:( t)= - Im(e -I’,*). 
(3.11) 
Then, we have the following result (Lopez-Gomez [ 5,Lemma 2.11). 
LEMMA 3.1. With the above notations, we obtain 
(1) For all t>O 
4,(t) = r(t) Re a, b*(t)= -T(t)Ima; 
(2 ) Zero is u semisimple eigenvulue of Lo and L,* Furthermore 
NLo) = SpanCd,, hit NG)=vanE4?, @I; (3.12) 
( 3 ) Let us define 
(h, g)o= G’71)-’ j2n (h(t). g(t)) dt (3.13) 
0 
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for each E C( R, X,) and g E C(R, XE ). Then 
(CL hT)o =8hk 
for all h, k = 1,2 and 
So, we are able to apply Theorem 2.1 if there exists 4 EN(L,) such that 
wnCb 4, &A 0 W,) = GO, W. (3.14) 
If such a 4 exists, we obtain by application of Theorem 2.1 that he 
origin sa bifurcation poi t of nontrivial periodic solutions f Eq. (3.1). 
We shall prove now that (3.14) isequivalent to the Hopf transversality 
condition. 
It is well known (see, for instance, Crandall and Rabinowitz [3]) that 
there exist continuously differentiable functions /I(E), a(E) defined near E= 0 
such that 
(L + D, g(s O)b(E) = P(&b(Eh (3.15a) 
B(O) =i, a(0) =a, (3.15b) 
and 
(~241~ dl*h= +ReB’(O), (JL&, tGh= f Im B’(O) (3.16) 
(see [3]). Here “prime” denotes derivation with respect to he parameter. 
Now, we obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 3.1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
Cl. (p, E) = (0,O) is a (L,, L,)-eigenuafue of L,;
C2. Re j?‘(O) # 0. 
Proof: Cl * C2. If (p, E) = (0,O) is a (L, L,)-eigenvalue of L,,there 
exists 4 EN(L,) such that 
spanCL,~,L,~lOR(L,)=C,,(R,X). (3.17) 
Since 4 E N(L,), there exists c EN(L + il) such that 
qS(t) = Re(e-“c). (3.18) 
This fact can be shown by expanding 4 in a Fourier series ( ee [31). 
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Now, we can take cas LI in (3.9) and all the previous facts for qS,, q5,? are 
certainly for
d(t) = Re(e-“c), t)(t)= -Im(e~~“c), 
c)*(t) = Re(e-“c*), i)*(t)= -Im(eF”c*). 
In particular, 
NLo) = {u E C,,(R, Wl(u, d*)o =(~9 $* lo =0 1. 
By (3.17) and (3.19) weobtain 
(3.19) 
On the other hand, since L,4 = - L$ = -d$( t)/dt = - t+h(z), we obtain 
WI& d*)o=o, W,d, @*Jo= -1. 
Thus, (3.20) yields 
(L249 4*)0 #O 
and (3.16) tell usthat C2 is verified. 
C2 + Cl. If Re p’(0) # 0, (3.20) issatisfied or all aE N( L + il), a # 0. So. 
we obtain 
span[L, Re(e-“a), L, Re(e-“a)] 0 R(L,) = C,,(R, X) 
and N, = N(L,)\ (0) (see Section 2). 
Now, the Hopf bifurcation heorem can be obtained from Theorems 3.1 
and 2.1. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
Let us consider the problem 
L,u+~,L,u+~zL,u+f(l,, A,, u)=O, on (0,70 (4.la) 
u’(0) = u’(n) = u”‘(0) = Ld”(7c) = 0, (4.lb) 
where 
L, 24 = 24”” + 524” + 4u, 
Llu=a,u”+b,u’+c,u, (4.2) 
L,u=a,u”+b,u’+c,u 
and f(A,, I,, U) satisfies Hf with A0 = (0,O). 
40!?/138!‘2-6 
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Let us take 
u= {UE C4(0, 7t)/u’(O) = u’(n) = u”‘(O)= u”‘(,) =O} 
and V= C(0, 7~). Then, we have 
N(L,) =span[cos t,cos 2t], 
and 
L, cos t= (c, -a,) cos t- 6, sin t, i= 1, 2, 
L, cos 2t = (c, -4a,) cos 2t - 2b, sin 2t, i= 1, 2. 
Now, it is very easy to give conditions  a,, b,, c, in order to obtain 
bifurcation fr m(A,, A,, U) = (0, 0,O) by applying Theorem 2.1. 
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